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Abstract

To better analyze informal arguments on pub-001
lic forums, we propose the task of argument002
explication, which makes explicit a text’s ar-003
gumentative structure and implicit reasoning004
by outputting triples of propositions 〈claim,005
reason, warrant〉. The three slots, or argu-006
ment components, are derived from the widely007
known Toulmin (1958) model of argumentation.008
While prior research applies Toulmin or related009
theories to annotate datasets and train super-010
vised models, we develop an effective method011
to prompt generative large language models012
(LMs) to output explicitly named argument013
components proposed by Toulmin by prompt-014
ing with the theory name (e.g. ‘According to015
Toulmin model’). We evaluate the outputs’016
coverage and validity through a human study017
and automatic evaluation based on prior ar-018
gumentation datasets, and perform robustness019
checks over alternative LMs, prompts, and ar-020
gumentation theories. Finally, we conduct a021
proof-of-concept case study to extract an in-022
terpretable argumentation (hyper)graph from023
a large corpus of critical public comments on024
whether to allow the COVID-19 vaccine for025
children, suggesting future directions for cor-026
pus analysis and argument visualization.027

1 Introduction028

Advances in computational methods for analyzing029

arguments have benefited various applications span-030

ning debating technologies (Aharoni et al., 2014;031

Rinott et al., 2015), policymaking (Sardianos et al.,032

2015), information retrieval (Carstens and Toni,033

2015), essay writing support (Stab and Gurevych,034

2017) and legal decision making (Palau and Moens,035

2009). However, unlike these domains with well-036

written arguments, web discourse on social media037

and public forums features arguments from inex-038

perienced writers, often consisting of unclear argu-039

mentative structures and reasoning, making argu-040

ment analysis quite challenging. Manual interpre-041

tation of such arguments is especially problematic042

in eRulemaking, where government officials are043

required to make sense of large amounts of public 044

feedback (Lawrence et al., 2017). 045

To help automate the analysis of such informal 046

arguments, we propose the task of argument expli- 047

cation, which involves making the structure and 048

implicit reasoning of an argument explicit. In par- 049

ticular, we decompose a natural language argument 050

into its claim and reasons. We further elucidate its 051

reasoning by explicitly stating an implicit warrant 052

that logically links a reason to the claim. 053

Argument explication can be useful for many 054

applications. For instance, as shown in Figure 1, it 055

can help lay out the reasoning involved in public 056

comments, enabling quick comprehension of argu- 057

ments being made. It could help identify fallacious 058

arguments by clearly laying out an argument’s logi- 059

cal structure (Deshpande et al., 2023), or aid theme 060

discovery by improving text representation with 061

implicit content (Viswanathan et al., 2023; Hoyle 062

et al., 2023). It can also assist other NLP tasks (e.g., 063

question-answering), where the explicated output 064

could serve as intermediate reasoning, a method 065

that has been demonstrated to improve downstream 066

LM performance (Wei et al., 2022). 067

Traditionally, several argumentation theories 068

(e.g., Toulmin, 1958; Freeman, 1991; Walton, 069

1996) have been proposed to analyze arguments, 070

guiding the development of training datasets and 071

supervised models trained on them (Habernal and 072

Gurevych, 2017; Stab and Gurevych, 2017; Skepp- 073

stedt et al., 2018). Recent advances in NLP, driven 074

by large language models (Brown et al., 2020a; 075

Touvron et al., 2023), have led to a new model- 076

ing approach using specific keywords or phrases as 077

prompts to guide model responses (Wei et al., 2022; 078

Kojima et al., 2022), with little or no training data. 079

This approach is especially promising for argument 080

analysis, traditionally dependent on bespoke and 081

smaller datasets (Morio et al., 2022) compared to 082

other NLP tasks, as it could enable the analysis of 083

unstructured argumentative texts without requiring 084

extensive domain-specific annotations. However, 085
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Figure 1: A portion of the corpus-level argument hypergraph1 we automatically extract from regulations.gov
public comments on whether to approve a COVID-19 vaccine for children. Each node is a cluster of propositions
extracted from comments. An argument is a triple of nodes, 〈(c)laim, (r)eason, (w)arrant〉, visualized as solid blue
and dotted red arrows connecting the explicit and implicit supporting propositions (r, w) to the claim (c). f is the
triple’s corpus frequency. Further details in §6.

the pathway from explicit argumentation theories086

to prompting-based model design in the era of LMs087

is less well-defined.088

In this work, we harness Toulmin’s model of089

argumentation for zero-shot argument explication.090

Toulmin’s theory proposes a schema to analyze091

arguments and has been commonly used to anno-092

tate real-world arguments (Habernal and Gurevych,093

2017), suggesting its practical utility. This theory094

also has a substantial scholarly impact; for exam-095

ple, Google Scholar citations for Toulmin’s theory096

(21,177) are close to Chomsky, 1957 (31,647). Be-097

yond academic communities, this theory is also098

widely popular for its pedagogical use (Ellis, 2015).099

For instance, in a random sample of 100 documents100

from C42 (Dodge et al., 2021) mentioning Toulmin,101

we find that 21% contain worked-out examples102

of Toulmin-style argument breakdown, potentially103

serving as supervised training data in LMs’ pre-104

training corpora. Motivated by these observations,105

we investigate the use of Toulmin’s theory for the106

zero-shot argument explication task.107

Our major contributions include:108

• We propose the argument explication task and109

provide a two-stage framework to explicate110

arguments: identifying the claim and reasons,111

and then generating a warrant for each claim-112

reason pair. For each stage, we prompt an113

LM with ‘According to Toulmin model,’114

which elicits a theory-compliant response with115

correct mentions of Toulmin’s terminology116

(§5.3) and generates reasonable values for117

each of these terms (§5.4).118

2A corpus often used to pre-train LMs (Raffel et al., 2020).
2Unlike a graph, a hypergraph edge—here, an argument

triple 〈c, r, w〉—can connect more than two nodes.

• We further validate our results via prompt sen- 119

sitivity analysis (§5.5) and comparison with 120

other argumentation theories (§5.6). Our anal- 121

ysis shows that prompting with references to 122

Toulmin’s theory consistently yields better 123

performance than other theories. 124

• Finally, to illustrate the usefulness of our ap- 125

proach and argument explication task more 126

broadly, we apply it to a corpus of public com- 127

ments related to COVID-19 vaccine approval 128

for children (§6), visualizing them as a corpus- 129

level argument hypergraph (Figure 1), which 130

could be useful in drawing insights and help 131

inform civic decision-making. 132

2 Related Work 133

Our work is related to several areas: 134

Argument mining involves claim-reason identi- 135

fication from an input argument and thus focuses 136

on analyzing explicit content (Stab and Gurevych, 137

2014, 2017; Bentahar et al., 2010), while our task 138

requires generating implicit information as well. 139

Argument reasoning only focuses on generat- 140

ing implicit information, while assuming a prior 141

knowledge of claim and reason (Habernal and 142

Gurevych, 2017; Becker et al., 2020b; Chakrabarty 143

et al., 2021; Boltužić and Šnajder, 2016), which 144

is not available when analyzing real-world argu- 145

ments. In contrast, our task requires identifying 146

claim-reason pairs before generating implicit infor- 147

mation. Hulpus et al. (2019) investigate the end-to- 148

end task of identifying the structure and reasoning 149

of an argument, however only theoretically. Becker 150

et al. (2020a) address some relevant subtasks pro- 151

posed by Hulpus et al. (2019), however, they also 152

assume pre-identified claim-reason pairs. 153
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Figure 2: Illustrative example of an input argument de-
composed into two explication triples of explicit reasons
(ri) and implicit warrants (wi).

Argument synthesis involves generating an154

argument from scratch (El Baff et al., 2019;155

Wachsmuth et al., 2018; Gretz et al., 2020), while156

our task involves generating output conditioned on157

an input argument.158

Argument mapping: While prior work has159

also explored visualizing arguments as maps, they160

have mainly focused on visualizing individual ar-161

guments (Reed, 2001) or supporting online col-162

laborative tools, where members of a community163

work together to manually build an argument map164

(Klein, 2012). In contrast, we aim to automate the165

construction of a corpus-level argument hypergraph166

by analyzing arguments within an existing corpus.167

LMs for computational argumentation have168

just started being explored. Chen et al. (2023) treat169

argument mining as a classification task, and do not170

consider generating implicit information. Rocha171

et al. (2023) consider augmenting an argument with172

implicit information using LMs, though only focus173

on explicating discourse markers.174

3 Argument Explication Task175

Explicating an argument involves a) identifying its176

structure: determining its claim and reasons, and177

b) explaining its reasoning: making explicit any178

implicit information connecting the reason to the179

claim. Following several argumentation theories,180

we propose decomposing an argument into three181

core components:3182

The claim (c) is a normative assertion or point of183

view put forward by the author for general accep-184

tance. It is also known as conclusion (Toulmin,185

1958; Walton, 1996; Freeman, 1991).186

A reason (ri) is a proposition provided by the187

author to convince the audience why they should188

accept the claim. Toulmin (1958) refers to it as189

data, and later grounds in Toulmin et al. (1984);190

3A number of other argument components have been pro-
posed by the cited theories, briefly reviewed in Appendix C.

others use the term premise (Walton, 1996; Free- 191

man, 1991). As explained by Toulmin, ‘the data 192

represent what we have to go on.’ 193

The warrant (wi) provides a logical link between 194

reason and claim, encoding the author’s current 195

presupposed world knowledge that explains why 196

c follows from the provided ri. A warrant is a 197

missing piece of information that is taken for 198

granted by the author and is assumed common 199

knowledge, yet if it fails to hold, c cannot be in- 200

ferred from the ri. As per Toulmin (1958): ‘data 201

are appealed to explicitly, warrants implicitly.’ It 202

is also similar to Walton (1996)’s major premise. 203

We consider singled-authored arguments proposing 204

a single claim, in line with public comments, where 205

the majority of them express support or objection to 206

a specific policy issue. The author may give one or 207

more reasons to support this claim. For every claim- 208

reason pair, there exists a corresponding warrant. 209

In cases where a reason sufficiently supports the 210

claim, a trivial warrant of the form ‘if reason then 211

claim’ may suffice. 212

Formally, the task input is a textual argument T , 213

and its output is a collection of explication triples, 214

E ={〈c, ri, wi〉} ∀ i=1 to N , with the same claim 215

appearing in all triples. Figure 2 illustrates two 216

connected triples for an input argument. 217

4 Method: A two-stage framework 218

We explicate an argument in two stages. In stage 219

1, we generate the claim (c) and all the reasons 220

(ri) from the input argument. In stage 2, we gen- 221

erate the warrant (wi) between each claim-reason 222

pair identified in stage 1.4 Stage 2 facilitates the 223

generation of warrants for every claim-reason pair, 224

enabling us to fully explicate the argument. In 225

both stages, we prompt LMs in a zero-shot setting, 226

prompting with references to Toulmin’s theory, as 227

elaborated next. 228

4.1 Prompting with references to Toulmin’s 229

theory for zero-shot argument explication 230

Background on Toulmin’s theory: Toulmin’s 231

model breaks down an argument into three core 232

components—claim, data/grounds, and warrant— 233

which directly map to the components of the argu- 234

ment explication task. It also has three optional 235

components including backing (additional support 236

4We also considered providing the input argument as the
context in stage 2 but found no difference in the generated
warrant with or without context. Thus, we omitted context in
stage 2 to reduce prompt tokens and hence cost.
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Capital punishment is not a solution, as it cannot be ruled
out that the judicial process may make mistakes. Criminals
should not be put in luxury prisons, though. After all there
are criminals who enjoy ’living’ in prison for its decent board,
no taxes to be paid, no stress with work. Still, the state needs
the death penalty as a deterrent to horrific crimes.

According to Toulmin model,

The claim is "the state needs the death penalty as a deterrent
to horrific crimes." The grounds are "criminals should not
be put in luxury prisons" and "there are criminals who enjoy
’living’ in prison for its decent board, no taxes to be paid,
no stress with work." The warrant, which is the underlying
assumption that connects the grounds to the claim, is that the
death penalty will deter criminals from committing horrific
crimes. The rebuttal is "capital punishment is not a solution,
as it cannot be ruled out that the judicial process may make
mistakes." The qualifier and backing are not explicitly stated
in the argument.

User Input

Generated
Response

Figure 3: An input argument from MCT and an ex-
ample response obtained by prompting GPT-4 with the
‘According to Toulmin model’. The response cor-
rectly mentions terms from Toulmin’s theory and gener-
ates plausible values for each of these terms.

for warrant), rebuttal (a view-point opposing the237

claim), and qualifier (the degree of certainty).238

Prompt details: To steer an LM’s response as per239

Toulmin’s theory, we utilize the ‘According to’240

prompt, which has also been shown to improve an241

LM’s ability to ground the information in an exter-242

nal knowledge source (Weller et al., 2023). More243

specifically, we empirically observe that prompt-244

ing LMs with ‘According to Toulmin model’245

(‘Toulmin prompt’ for brevity) elicits a response246

that correctly mentions terms from Toulmin’s the-247

ory (e.g., claim, grounds) and generates plausible248

values (propositions) for each term (Figure 3).249

Obtaining explication triples from LM’s re-250

sponse: We use the Toulmin prompt in both251

stages of argument explication. In stage 1, we252

provide a natural language argument (T ) as the253

input. To obtain the argument’s claim (c) and rea-254

sons (ri ∀i), we extract the values corresponding to255

the term claim and grounds (or data), respectively256

from the LM response.5 For each ri, we construct257

a new argument of the form ‘{ri}. Therefore, {c}’,258

which we use as input argument in stage 2. Fi-259

nally, we obtain an explication triple, 〈c, ri, wi〉,260

by extracting the values corresponding to the terms261

claim, grounds (or data), and warrant from the262

LM’s response obtained in stage 2.6263

5We post-process the LM’s response into a Python dic-
tionary (with keys as terms and values as the propositions),
avoiding complex regex-based information extraction from
LM’s original response. We use a simple LLM-based post-
processor, prompting GPT3.5 with ‘Format the above text
in a Python dictionary with values as a list of
bullet points.’ We manually validated that in over 95%
of cases, this step does not introduce errors.

6While the claim and reason generated in stage 1 can also
be used in final explication triples, empirically we find that
they are highly similar to those generated in stage 2.

5 Results 264

5.1 Experimental Details 265

Evaluation Datasets: We recast the following 266

two datasets to evaluate our method. 267

ARCT (Habernal and Gurevych, 2017): has 445 268

claim-reason pairs (test split) sourced from news 269

comments. Each pair has a correct and an incor- 270

rect warrant and the goal is to choose the correct 271

one. For our task, we use concatenated claim- 272

reason as the input argument and claim, reason, 273

and correct warrant as the gold explication triple. 274

Microtext Corpus (MCT; Peldszus and Stede, 275

2015): has 112 paragraph-length arguments, each 276

annotated with a claim and multiple reasons, 277

based on Freeman (1991)’s theory. MCT was 278

later augmented with human-written warrants 279

(Becker et al., 2020b), allowing us to examine 280

the model’s ability to generate warrants. Even 281

though this dataset is small in size, it has several 282

advantages: 1) More complex evaluation dataset: 283

contains multiple reasons and has argumentative 284

relations between two non-adjacent text spans 285

mimicking real-life arguments. 2) Not affected by 286

data leakage issues (Dodge et al., 2021): While 287

the input argument may be present in the pre- 288

training data, the explicit Toulmin-style annota- 289

tions aren’t publicly available online, instead, we 290

interpret them from the original Freeman-style 291

annotations. The original annotations are also 292

in XML, instead of text-to-text format typically 293

used for pre-training LMs. 294

Language Models: We evaluate LMs of differ- 295

ent sizes (40B-175B parameters), including propri- 296

etary OpenAI models and open-weight models with 297

publicly available weights. We experiment with 298

all the models in a zero-shot setting, without any 299

fine-tuning. Among OpenAI models, we consider 300

GPT-3 (text-davinci-003; Brown et al., 2020b), 301

GPT-4 (gpt4-0613; OpenAI, 2023). Among open- 302

weight models, we consider Llama-2-70B (Tou- 303

vron et al., 2023) and Falcon-40B (Almazrouei 304

et al., 2023) models.7 Following Kojima et al. 305

(2022); Wei et al. (2022); Wang et al. (2022), we 306

use greedy decoding for all the models.8 307

5.2 Prompting without referring to the 308

Toulmin’s theory 309

Our approach (§4.1) assumes a specific schema to 310

analyze an argument and uses a reference to Toul- 311

min’s theory (as prompt) to obtain the argument 312

7We use https://together.ai/ API for inference.
8See Appendix A.1 for analysis with varying temperatures.
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components. We investigate two baselines without313

making these assumptions.314

Baseline 1 (Without assuming task definition):315

In this baseline, we abandon both assumptions and316

use generic prompts to explain an argument with-317

out being guided by a specific task definition. We318

prompt GPT-4 with the three prompts on arguments319

from MCT: a) ‘Explain the logical steps in320

this argument.’b) ‘Explain this argument in321

a systematic way.’ and c) ‘Explain this322

argument in an academic way.’ A useful re-323

sponse should analyze and explain argument com-324

ponents, perhaps using any terminology. Only325

38.39%, 24.10%, and 21.42% responses obtained326

by the three prompts respectively include any dis-327

cussion relevant to the three core argument compo-328

nents (See Appendix B for details). Qualitatively,329

we found many responses were only paraphrases330

of the input argument. Although the first prompt331

elicits some responses with bullet points, for most332

responses by all three prompts, the model generates333

open-ended lengthy responses, which are difficult334

to evaluate, with challenges like hallucinations, dif-335

ficult human evaluation, an active area of research336

(Karpinska et al., 2021; Chang et al., 2023).337

Baseline 2 (Directly prompt LM to generate ar-338

gument components): In the second baseline,339

we assume task definition but still omit reference340

to Toulmin’s theory in the prompt. Instead, we341

directly ask the LM to generate components de-342

fined in the task. Thus, in stage 1, we prompt343

GPT-4 and LLAMA-2 with ‘What is the claim344

of this argument?’ followed by ‘What are345

the reasons provided to support this346

claim?’. We observe that while these prompts347

identify the correct component, the responses ad-348

ditionally contain a lot of irrelevant information.349

For instance, GPT-4 generates reasons in addition350

to the claim when asked to only generate the claim.351

Llama-2-70B generates additional questions as352

continuations in the response, such as ‘Is this argu-353

ment valid?’ and provides answers to these ques-354

tions in the response. We observe the same issue355

despite limiting the maximum tokens (to generate)356

to the average component length in a dataset. See357

§5.4 for a detailed comparison with our approach.358

Given the low performance in stage 1, we did not359

investigate this baseline for warrant generation in360

stage 2.361

5.3 Using references to Toulmin’s theory362

In contrast to generic prompts, the Toulmin prompt363

generates semi-structured responses, with mentions364

Datasets Success Rate (%)

GPT4 GPT3 Llama-2-70B Falcon-40B

ARCT 99.0 94.6 75.2 35.0
MCT 100.0 95.4 90.2 42.5

Table 1: Fraction of responses correctly mentioning all
three core terms from Toulmin’s theory, across LMs and
datasets, via ‘According to Toulmin model’ prompt.

of theory-relevant terms and their values. Thus, this 365

prompt offers a consistent output format and the 366

response correctness is straightforward to assess as 367

it is supposed to obey theory definition. We next 368

examine the performance of this prompt in detail. 369

How often does the Toulmin prompt gener- 370

ate theory-compliant breakdown? We compute 371

success rate, which measures the fraction of ar- 372

guments for which the LM responses contain all 373

three core terms from Toulmin’s theory: claim, 374

grounds (or data), and warrant. As shown in 375

Table 1, a large fraction of GPT-4 and GPT-3 re- 376

sponses contain all the core terms suggesting that 377

the model’s responses are theory-compliant with 378

high likelihood. Open-weight models also gener- 379

ate theory-compliant breakdowns, although at a 380

lower frequency, with Llama-2-70B performing 381

much better than Falcon-40B. On further analysis 382

of responses generated by the best-performing pro- 383

prietary model (GPT-4) and open-weight model 384

(Llama-2-70B), we find that many of the re- 385

sponses also contain all six terms from Toulmin’s 386

theory (GPT-4: 96.84%, Llama-2-70B: 68.92%). 387

With a low frequency (less than 5%), terms from 388

the other argumentation theories are present in 389

Llama-2-70B, but never appear in GPT-4 responses 390

(see Appendix D for more details), suggesting that 391

the LM’s responses conform to Toulmin’s theory. 392

5.4 Examining the quality of explication 393

triples obtained from LM’s response 394

We next examine the quality of triples, 〈c, ri, wi〉, 395

extracted from the LM response (§4.1). Since LMs 396

are known to hallucinate (Maynez et al., 2020; Cao 397

et al., 2022; Ji et al., 2023), it is imperative to exam- 398

ine the correctness of triples before using them for 399

any downstream applications. We examine each of 400

the three components in triples obtained via GPT4 401

and Llama-2-70B, the best-performing proprietary 402

and open-weight models in terms of success rate. 403

Automatic evaluation of claim and reasons: 404

We compare generated claims and reasons with 405

gold annotations from ARCT and MCT datasets. 406

Claim (c): We measure semantic similarity be- 407

tween generated and gold claim, using ROUGE- 408

L (Lin, 2004, n-gram overlap) and BERTScore 409
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Prompt Model Dataset BERTScore Rouge-L

Recall Precision Recall Precision

According to
Toulmin model,

GPT4 ARCT 0.99±0.01 0.98±0.01 1.00±0.01 0.98±0.01
MCT 0.78±0.04 0.79±0.04 0.79±0.05 0.77±0.05

Llama-2 ARCT 0.64±0.03 0.58±0.03 0.66±0.04 0.52±0.04
MCT 0.58±0.06 0.58±0.07 0.50±0.08 0.50±0.08

What is the claim
of this argument?

GPT4 ARCT 0.95±0.01 0.91±0.02 0.99±0.01 0.90±0.02
MCT 0.72±0.03 0.58±0.05 0.69±0.05 0.52±0.06

Llama-2 ARCT 0.50±0.01 0.21±0.02 0.92±0.01 0.08±0.01
MCT 0.57±0.03 0.17±0.04 0.70±0.04 0.18±0.03

Table 2: Automatic evaluation of the generated claims.

(Zhang et al., 2020, token-level similarity via con-410

textualized word embeddings). In Table 2, as ex-411

pected, on ARCT, GPT-4-generated claims exhibit412

near-perfect scores as it only involves the identifica-413

tion of the claim from two propositions (claim and414

reason). On MCT with longer arguments, scores415

are slightly lower, yet the LM responses are correct416

since the LM resolves coreferences in the gener-417

ated claims, unlike the gold claims which are spans418

of the input argument. Llama-2-70B performs rea-419

sonably, though the similarity scores are lower than420

GPT-4. In contrast, when asking both the models421

to directly generate the claim, the precision drops422

considerably, suggesting that the LMs additionally423

generate a lot of irrelevant information.424

Reasons (ri, ∀i): Evaluation of reasons is chal-425

lenging since the number of gold and generated426

reasons may differ and the generated reasons may427

not be strict spans of the input argument but light428

paraphrases. Thus, one-to-one mapping between429

generated and gold reasons is unknown. To mit-430

igate this issue, we adopt FactScore (Min et al.,431

2023), which measures whether a proposition is432

supported by a given context. We use FactScore433

to measure precision (number of generated reasons434

supported by the gold reasons) and recall (number435

of gold reasons supported by generated reasons).9436

Table 3 shows a high recall and precision on both437

datasets for GPT-4, suggesting that it can identify438

all relevant reasons without generating irrelevant439

information. Llama-2-70B performs reasonably,440

though the scores are lower than GPT-4. In par-441

ticular, Llama-2-70B achieves better recall than442

precision on MCT, implying it identifies all rele-443

vant reasons but occasionally generates irrelevant444

information. In contrast, when both models are445

asked to directly generate reasons, the precision446

drops, especially on longer arguments from MCT,447

suggesting that the LMs generate a lot of irrelevant448

information in addition to the relevant reasons.449

9Aggregating pairwise similarity scores between gold and
generated reasons can also be used, but we find precision and
recall scores more interpretable than an aggregated score.

Prompt Model Dataset Recall Precision

According to Toulmin model,
GPT4 ARCT 0.88±0.03 0.87±0.03

MCT 0.83±0.05 0.86±0.05

LLAMA2 ARCT 0.60±0.04 0.59±0.05
MCT 0.69±0.09 0.74±0.08

What are the reasons provided
to support this claim?

GPT4 ARCT 0.91±0.03 0.93±0.02
MCT 0.82±0.07 0.75±0.05

LLAMA2 ARCT 0.74±0.04 0.43±0.04
MCT 0.91±0.05 0.60±0.07

Table 3: Automatic evaluation of the generated reasons.

Human evaluation of warrants (wi ∀i): Previ- 450

ous studies (Becker et al., 2020b; Boltužić and Šna- 451

jder, 2016) have noted variability in collecting gold 452

warrants owing to differing annotator intuitions on 453

what needs to be explicit or what can be taken as 454

granted. This subjectivity results in multiple valid 455

warrants per claim-reason pair, and thus a model- 456

generated warrant could be acceptable even if it 457

differs from gold.10 Hence, we conduct a human 458

evaluation to assess the quality of warrants. 459

Given a gold claim-reason pair, we collect 460

acceptability judgments for gold and model- 461

generated warrants. We consider a warrant accept- 462

able if it is: a) relevant and fully explains the link 463

between the claim-reason pair, b) not trivial (of 464

the form ‘if reason then claim’, since each gold 465

claim-reason pair has been annotated with a non- 466

trivial warrant in original datasets), and c) must 467

hold for the claim to be inferred from the reason, 468

even if it does not align with the reader’s personal 469

beliefs. We hired two freelancers on Upwork11 470

with graduate-level expertise in English composi- 471

tion and rhetoric, who were shown a claim-reason 472

pair and three warrants (gold, GPT4 and Llama-2- 473

generated; in random order), and were asked to 474

mark all the warrants they consider acceptable. We 475

collected judgments for 150 pairs, with 75 random 476

pairs from ARCT and MCT each. Appendix G 477

provides more details. 478

Out of 300 judgments for each warrant type, we 479

find that gold warrants are acceptable in 45.7%, 480

GPT-4-generated in 61.7%, and Llama-2-70B in 481

26.3% cases, suggesting a preference for GPT-4- 482

generated warrants, surpassing gold warrants. An- 483

notators marked a gold warrant unacceptable when 484

it restated the claim, had incorrect wording, was 485

irrelevant to the claim-reason pair, or failed to ex- 486

plain the link between the pair (examples in Ap- 487

pendix G). GPT-4 warrants were mostly considered 488

unacceptable when they repeated the reason, claim, 489

or were of the form ‘if reason then claim’. Fi- 490

10Similarity between gold and generated warrants is
low (for GPT-4, ARCT: 0.3±0.01, MCT: 0.4±0.04; for
Llama-2-70B, ARCT: 0.2±0.01, MCT: 0.2±0.01), indicating
the model-generated warrants differ from the gold warrants.

11https://www.upwork.com/
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nally, Llama-2-generated warrants, often repeated491

reason and were acceptable in only a few cases,492

suggesting that Llama-2 struggles to generate war-493

rants, requiring further research. Nevertheless,494

open-weight models exhibit potential, generating495

Toulmin-style argument breakdown and achieving496

reasonable claim and reason identification.497

5.5 Prompt sensitivity analysis: Can other498

name references to Toulmin’s theory499

improve performance?500

Toulmin’s theory can be referenced in various ways501

(e.g., Toulmin’s model/Toulmin’s method). Given502

the prompt sensitivity of language models, we ex-503

amine the performance across different references.504

Extraction of alternative name references: We505

extract most frequent name references to Toulmin’s506

theory, Nt = {n1
t , n

2
t ..n

k
t }, from C4 (Raffel et al.,507

2020), often used for pre-training LMs. Prior ef-508

forts have also studied pretraining datasets to mea-509

sure data contamination (Dodge et al., 2021; Elazar510

et al., 2023) and its influence on model perfor-511

mance (Magar and Schwartz, 2022; Longpre et al.,512

2023), we analyze C4 for prompt design. We re-513

trieve documents containing the word Toulmin12514

and identify sentences mentioning the same sur-515

name. From each sentence, we extract simple noun516

phrases containing common terms describing a con-517

struct (e.g., model, method, schema). After a man-518

ual review for relevance to the theorist, we compile519

a list of name references with their n-gram counts520

in C4 (Table 4); See Appendix E for more details.521

The ‘Toulmin model’ reference performs best,522

though other references give comparable per-523

formance: Table 4 shows success rates obtained524

by prompting GPT-4 and Llama-2-70B with dif-525

ferent name references. ‘Toulmin model’ gives526

the highest success rate, while other references,527

both moderate-frequency (e.g., Toulmin’s model)528

and low-frequency (e.g., Toulmin argument model),529

yield comparable results. Table 4 and Figure 4530

also show that GPT4’s performance varies less531

across name references, while Llama-2-70B ex-532

hibits greater variability, suggesting that GPT4533

is more robust to prompt variations. Finally,534

Llama-2-70B exhibits a moderate correlation be-535

tween the success rate and frequency of a name ref-536

erence (Spearman’s correlation, ρ=0.56, though sta-537

tistically non-significant with p=0.2), while GPT4538

shows near zero correlation (ρ=0.04), indicating539

12We use Dodge et al. (2021)’s C4 search engine at https:
//c4-search.apps.allenai.org/ for retrieval.

Name Reference
(ni

t)
C4 Corpus
Frequency

(n-gram counts)

Success Rate (%)

GPT-4 Llama-2-70B

(the) Toulmin model 2415 97.42 67.27
(the) Toulmin method 531 95.20 61.38
Toulmin’s model 162 96.00 67.12
(the) Toulmin(’s) Schema 137 96.13 61.48
(the) Toulmin(’s) approach 87 95.50 56.75
Toulmin argument strategies 41 95.60 27.47
Toulmin’s argument(ation) model 28 96.88 61.48

Table 4: Success rate of LMs on the ARCT dataset when
prompted with ‘According to ni

t,’ where ni
t is a name

reference to the Toulmin’s theory.

GPT4 GPT3 LLAMA-2-70B Falcon-40B
Model
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Figure 4: Across all LMs, prompting with references to
Toulmin’s theory results in highest success rate.

that open-weight models could benefit from opti- 540

mizing prompt based on occurrence frequency. 541

5.6 Can name references to alternative 542

theories improve performance? 543

We investigate whether the prevalence of a theory 544

(aggregate frequency of all name references to a 545

theory) in LM’s pretraining data correlates with its 546

performance on the task. We examine two alter- 547

native theories, namely, Walton’s argumentation 548

schemes (Walton et al., 2008) and Freeman’s the- 549

ory of argument structure (Freeman, 1991), which 550

are less frequently mentioned on the web13 but of- 551

ten used in computational research (Habernal and 552

Gurevych, 2017) and for annotation purposes (e.g., 553

MCT used in this work is annotated according to 554

Freeman’s theory). Both theories are also rele- 555

vant to the argument explication task, as they have 556

similar core components as Toulmin, though use 557

different terminology. 558

Figure 4 shows success rate distribution, when 559

prompted with name references to the three the- 560

ories,14 across four LMs on the ARCT dataset. 561

References to Toulmin’s theory consistently yield 562

higher success rates than references to other the- 563

ories across all models, validating our hypothesis. 564

Overall, our findings suggest that the aggregate fre- 565

quency of references to a theory/concept could be 566

an interesting factor to consider when designing 567

prompts, an interesting avenue for future research. 568

13In C4, Toulmin’s theory is referenced 3401 times (n-gram
counts), Walton’s theory 975 times, Freeman’s theory 68 times.
Appendix F provides counts from other sources.

14We use the method from §5.5 to extract name references
for Walton and Freeman’s theory, details in Appendix E.
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6 Case Study: Making sense of public569

opinion via argument explication570

We now illustrate the use of argument explica-571

tion by analyzing public comments to the FDA572

on COVID-19 vaccine approval for children. Prior573

studies used clustering (Hoyle et al., 2023) and574

topic modeling (Pacheco et al., 2022) to identify575

the main beliefs (or propositions) held by the public.576

However, comments are often argumentative, with577

inferential relations among propositions. Knowing578

how propositions are interconnected in the broader579

debate can identify not only what people believe,580

but also why. For example, if the public health pol-581

icy has to reduce vaccine hesitancy, officials must582

know how propositions interconnect in a broader583

discussion to knock down fallacious arguments.584

Method: We use Hoyle et al. (2023)’s corpus585

of 10,000 public comments sourced from regula-586

tions.gov, exhibiting a general vaccine hesitancy.587

We generate explication triples, 〈c, ri, wi〉, from all588

comments, via the method outlined in §4.1 using589

GPT-4, excluding single-sentence comments which590

are often non-argumentative (refinement of this591

step left for future work). We cluster embeddings15592

of all propositions from the triples, irrespective of593

their role in triple, using DP-means clustering (Di-594

nari and Freifeld, 2022; Kulis and Jordan, 2012),595

which automatically determines the number of clus-596

ters based on a Euclidean distance threshold. We597

use a threshold of 0.5, selected via visual inspec-598

tion of cluster quality. From 9,187 comments, we599

obtain 14,137 triples and 308 propositional clus-600

ters. To identify interconnections between clusters,601

we represent a proposition with its cluster ID fol-602

lowed by transforming triples of propositions into603

triples of cluster IDs (TIDs). Each TID, comprised604

of three cluster IDs, represents a local argument605

structure mentioned in one or more comments and606

reveals inferential relations among the correspond-607

ing clusters. Overall, we obtain 6,811 unique TIDs,608

visualized as a hypergraph, where a TID forms a609

hyperedge and a node is a propositional cluster.610

Interpretive analysis of the corpus based on611

the hypergraph: We draw several interesting in-612

sights. Among all the TIDs, 1,862 appear in more613

than one comment, suggesting that people not only614

share common beliefs but also use similar argu-615

ment structures to support their beliefs. Figure 1616

shows a fragment of the larger argument hyper-617

graph around the most common argument, (c=P1,618

r=P2, w=P5), which occurs 373 times; it opposes619

vaccine approval (c=P1) by saying that children620

15via all-mpnet-base-v2 (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019)

have a low risk from the disease (r=P2). Some com- 621

ments further elaborate on the backing for P2, by 622

citing low mortality rates from COVID-19 among 623

children (P8), obtained by citing data from govern- 624

ment websites. Countering any node in this chain 625

could knock down the entire argument chain. On 626

further exploring the local neighborhood of P1, we 627

find two other frequently mentioned reasons: vac- 628

cine side-effects (P7) and lack of long-term testing 629

(P3), consistent with findings from studies of so- 630

cial media discussion on vaccines (Wawrzuta et al., 631

2021), conferring convergent validity to our ap- 632

proach from a different source. 633

Explicitly stating warrants also helps reveal the 634

relationship between distinct parts of the hyper- 635

graph.16 Since we cluster all propositions irrespec- 636

tive of their role in a comment, some clusters in- 637

clude both implicit and explicit propositions. For 638

instance, cluster P5 (vaccines are unnecessary for 639

children) includes propositions implied in some 640

comments, while explicit in others. Thus, such 641

clusters bridge distinct parts of the hypergraph. 642

Overall, we find corpus visualization as a hy- 643

pergraph promising direction for future work. 644

Graph visualization (among concepts, entities, etc) 645

has been proposed for exploratory corpus anal- 646

ysis (Handler and O’Connor, 2018; Falke and 647

Gurevych, 2017). Complementary to these efforts, 648

our approach can visualize ‘arguments’ and support 649

complex user queries concerning cluster relations 650

(e.g., ‘Why do people think COVID-19 does not 651

affect children?’). Our work lays the groundwork, 652

with potential applications in other argument-rich 653

areas like legal reasoning and peer reviews. 654

7 Conclusion 655

Computational analysis of arguments has exciting 656

potential to aid critical analysis of public com- 657

ments, useful for civic decision-making. In this 658

work, we analyze arguments by making their struc- 659

ture and reasoning explicit, employing LMs in a 660

zero-shot setting and using references to Toulmin’s 661

theory as prompts. We validate our approach via 662

robustness across different references and theories. 663

Finally, we illustrate the usefulness of the task in 664

identifying recurring arguments in the COVID-19 665

vaccine debate, by visualizing them as a corpus- 666

level hypergraph. Overall, we find our approach 667

of visualizing a corpus as a hypergraph promising 668

direction, with exciting potential in other argument- 669

rich areas that could benefit from large-scale analy- 670

sis of argumentative texts (e.g., legal reasoning). 671

16A claim-reason pair may be linked by several warrants;
for visual clarity, we only display the most frequent one.
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8 Limitations672

Our quality checks in §5.4 reveal that most of the673

generated explication triples are deemed reason-674

able based on human evaluation or measuring simi-675

larity with annotations from prior datasets. How-676

ever, it remains to be studied how generated triples677

are affected by known political biases of language678

models (Santurkar et al., 2023). We will explore679

how these biases could affect our results in future680

work. Datasets used for evaluating the intrinsic681

validity of our method (§5.4) may be considered682

small in size. However, their size is comparable to683

the size of some datasets in other popular LM evalu-684

ation benchmarks. For example, many task datasets685

in BIG-bench have around 100 examples (Srivas-686

tava et al., 2022, Figure 3), which are often used687

to evaluate zero-shot and few-shot capabilities of688

LMs. Additionally, this highlights the necessity689

for low-resource or zero-shot techniques for argu-690

ment analysis due to the limited size of existing691

datasets. Finally, in addition to the intrinsic va-692

lidity, we also demonstrate our method’s external693

validity by applying it to a case study (§6). All our694

analyses and experiments focus on arguments in695

the English language and approaches to analyze696

non-English argumentative text should be explored697

in future studies. The embeddings used in our case698

study could be improved further by adapting to699

the specific domain of interest, thus also improv-700

ing proposition clustering. The name reference701

extraction method depends on a noun-phrase de-702

tection algorithm, which can be imperfect. Future703

work can explore other techniques, especially those704

suited for analyzing informal web text.705

9 Ethics Statement706

The work is in line with the ACL Ethics Policy.707

All the models, datasets, and evaluation methodolo-708

gies used in this work are detailed throughout the709

text and appendix. The data collection protocol for710

human evaluation was approved as exempt from in-711

stitutional review by the coauthors’ institution’s hu-712

man subjects research office. All annotators were713

presented with a consent form (Appendix G) prior714

to the annotation. They were also informed that715

only satisfactory performance on the screening ex-716

ample will allow them to take part in the annotation717

task. Annotators were paid for the time spent on718

guidelines and taking screening test even if they719

failed the screening test. All data collected during720

the annotation study (including annotators‘ feed-721

back) will be released anonymized. We also ensure722

that the annotators receive at least $15 per hour,723

above local minimum wage, by adding bonuses to 724

compensate for any additional time spent on the 725

task. We also compensated for the time they spent 726

on clarifying any doubts related to the task. All the 727

datasets were either publicly available or used with 728

the appropriate consent. Finally, besides experi- 729

ments with language models, we only used AI as- 730

sistance for content polishing (e.g., spell-checking 731

and paraphrasing). 732
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Appendix 1130

A Experimental Details 1131

A.1 Choice of Temperature 1132

Prior literature has used various decoding strate- 1133

gies when evaluating LLMs for their zero-shot abil- 1134

ities. For instance (Kojima et al., 2022; Wei et al., 1135

2022; Wang et al., 2022) consider greedy decoding. 1136

OpenAI also uses greedy decoding as their default 1137

setting for conditional text generation (e.g., sum- 1138

marization, translation, grammar correction, etc.) 1139

examples, tasks which are closest to our argument 1140

explication task. Some work in summarization 1141

and translation (Zhang et al., 2023; Karpinska and 1142

Iyyer, 2023) also considers temperature=0.3. We 1143

experimented with three temperatures, 0.0, 0.3, and 1144

0.5 on 50 examples from each of the three datasets 1145

and found that the generations with different tem- 1146

peratures were semantically very similar to each 1147

other, with an average BERTScore (F1) 0.92-0.96 1148

between pair of responses generated by different 1149

temperatures. Responses were also similar for dif- 1150

ferent samples generated using the same temper- 1151

ature. As a result, for the sake of simplicity, we 1152

keep a temperature of 0.0 in all our experiments. 1153

Note that empirically we observe that temp=0 also 1154

does not yield deterministic results. However, any 1155

variations are minor and relate mostly to lexical 1156

word choice, without altering the overall meaning. 1157

B Details of baseline 1 1158

In baseline 1, we experimented with generic 1159

prompts. To examine the number of responses that 1160

contain any terms relevant to the three core argu- 1161

ment components, we searched for the following 1162

terms. 1163

1. Claim: claim, conclusion, concludes, asser- 1164

tion, posits, advocating 1165

2. Reason: reason, premise, evidence, supports 1166

3. Warrant: assumption, warrant, implies, im- 1167

plying, suggests, suggesting, implication 1168

The above terms were curated by manually going 1169

through all responses by the author. We included 1170

any word that could serve a similar function as the 1171

argument component name, including verbs (e.g., 1172

‘posits’ or ‘advocating’ for claim). 1173

C Background on argumentation theories 1174

Toulmin’s model of argumentation: Toulmin’s 1175

model of argumentation consists of six components 1176

(Figure 5). The three fundamental components are: 1177
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Claim: The claim or conclusion whose merits1178

author is seeking to establish.1179

Data: Evidence to establish the foundation of1180

the claim, or, as explained by Toulmin, ‘the data1181

represent what we have to go on.’ The term was1182

later changed to grounds.1183

Warrant: A logical inference from the grounds to1184

the claim. A warrant could be world knowledge1185

necessary to draw interpretations. As pointed1186

out by Toulmin (1958), “data are appealed to1187

explicitly, warrants implicitly.”1188

Optional components include backing (additional1189

support for warrant), rebuttal (a view point oppos-1190

ing the claim), and qualifier (the degree of cer-1191

tainty).1192

Data

Warrant

Backing

Since

On account of

So, Qualifier, Claim

Rebuttal

Unless

Figure 5: Toulmin’s model of argumentation. Nodes
represent argument components, the arrows symbolize
the explicit support relation, and the lines indicate the
authority conferred by one node to the other.

Argument structure by Freeman: Freeman1193

(1991) proposes some key modifications to address1194

issues observed when applying Toulmin’s model1195

to real-life argumentative texts (Newman and Mar-1196

shall, 1991). In particular, Freeman does not distin-1197

guish between data and warrant and regards any1198

evidence provided to support the conclusion (simi-1199

lar to claim in Toulmin’s terminology) as a premise.1200

Other components in Freeman’s structure include1201

rebuttal, modality (how strongly the premises sup-1202

port the conclusion), and counter-rebuttal (views1203

opposing rebuttal).1204

Walton’s argumentation schemes Walton1205

(1996) proposed a set of argumentation schemes or1206

structures of inference. Each scheme represents a1207

form of everyday reasoning and consists of:1208

Conclusion: The main point of view.1209

Minor Premise: Provides evidence to support the1210

conclusion.1211

Major Premise: An inference rule, similar to the1212

warrant in Toulmin’s terminology.1213

The core components of each of the above theo-1214

ries are related to the components of the argument1215

explication task as listed in Table 5.1216

Toulmin Walton Freeman

Claim Claim Conclusion Conclusion
Supporting Premise Data/Grounds Minor Premise Premise
Implicit Premise Warrant Major Premise Premise

Table 5: Mapping between the components of the argu-
ment explication task and terminology proposed in each
of the argumentation theories.

D Additional analysis of responses 1217

generated by Toulmin prompt 1218

What other terms are present in the LM re- 1219

sponses? We also investigate the presence of 1220

terms that are not part of Toulmin’s theory. Some 1221

examples contain the term ‘conclusion’ (GPT-4: 1222

12.16%, Llama-2-70B: 48.20%). However, this 1223

term is unique, as Toulmin (1958) employs ‘con- 1224

clusion’ and ‘claim’ interchangeably to denote the 1225

same concept. Some terms from other argumen- 1226

tation theories are present in a small fraction of 1227

Llama-2-70B’s responses (premise: 2.48%, modal- 1228

ity: 0.23%, counterrebuttal: 4.28%, major premise: 1229

1.13%, minor premise: 0.90%). However, these 1230

terms do not appear in GPT-4’s responses. Overall, 1231

the model’s responses most often do not contain 1232

terms not compliant with Toulmin’s theory, sug- 1233

gesting that the LM’s responses are predominantly 1234

theory-compliant. 1235

E Extraction of theory name references: 1236

We extract the most frequent name references to 1237

Toulmin’s theory, Nt = {n1
t , n

2
t ..n

k
t }, from En- 1238

glish portion of C4 (C4.EN, Raffel et al., 2020), 1239

which is often used for pre-training LMs. For each 1240

theory, we retrieve documents17 containing the the- 1241

orist’s surname18 and identify sentences mention- 1242

ing the same surname. For Toulmin, we retrieve 1243

4,805 (4,242 unique) documents; Walton and Free- 1244

man yield a large number of matches, we consider 1245

the first 10,000 matches, resulting in 9,690 and 1246

9,997 unique documents, respectively.19 From 1247

each sentence containing the theorist’s surname, 1248

we extract simple noun phrases containing com- 1249

17We use Dodge et al. (2021)’s search engine at https:
//c4-search.apps.allenai.org/ for retrieval.

18Searching via full name filters out relevant documents
since informal web discourse may not always use full name
references.

19Despite more documents for Walton and Freeman, many
are false positives as they are more common surnames than
Toulmin. According to Forebears (https://forebears.
io/), covering 27M surnames of 4B people worldwide, ap-
proximately 476 individuals have the surname Toulmin, while
156,730 have the surname Walton, and 331,743 have the sur-
name Freeman.
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mon terms describing a construct.20 We use spaCy1250

v3.4.0 (Honnibal and Johnson, 2015) to extract sim-1251

ple noun phrases. After this step, we obtain 8881252

(127 unique) phrases for Toulmin, 284 (94 unique)1253

for Walton, and 185 (67 unique) for Freeman, all1254

appearing more than once in C4. Notably, noun1255

phrases for Toulmin outnumber those obtained for1256

Walton and Freeman.1257

After manual filtering for relevance to theorist1258

or argumentation literature (e.g., removal of unre-1259

lated references like ‘Walton County Local Mitiga-1260

tion Strategy Work Group’ and generic/ambiguous1261

phrases like ‘argument analysis’), we curate a final1262

list of name references per theory along with their1263

n-gram counts in C4. List of references to Toul-1264

min’s theory and Walton’s theory are mentioned in1265

Table 4 and Table 6.1266

Finding references to Freeman’s theory is a little1267

challenging. In contrast to Toulmin and Walton,1268

we did not find any relevant phrases for Freeman1269

among noun phrases extracted from C4. Among the1270

automatically extracted noun phrases, none refer1271

to James B. Freeman, instead most refer to scien-1272

tific work by another scientist (e.g., ‘Systematic ap-1273

proaches’ by Harold S. Freeman, ‘Geologic frame-1274

work’ by Philip A. Freeman). This observation1275

suggests that Freeman’s theory is less frequently1276

referenced on the web. Instead, we extracted1277

phrases from scholarly abstracts, S2ORC (Lo et al.,1278

2020), a dataset of academic literature, also in-1279

tended for language model pre-training. We use1280

the same noun phrase extraction method to obtain1281

the phrases from S2ORC. Table 7 shows the ex-1282

tracted references, with non-zero n-gram counts1283

in C4, indicating that our noun-phrase extraction1284

may overlook some relevant phrases, particularly1285

those with low frequency, suggesting the need for1286

refining name reference extraction in future work.1287

We discuss some limitations of our name reference1288

extraction algorithm next.1289

Limitation of theory name reference extraction1290

algorithm: The algorithm depends on the noun-1291

phrase extraction algorithm from spaCy, which is1292

not perfect. For instance, consider the sentence,1293

‘The Toulmin model mirrors Cicero’s observation.’1294

In this case, spaCy incorrectly identifies ‘the Toul-1295

min model mirrors’ as a noun phrase. The algo-1296

rithm also fails sometimes to extract noun phrases1297

from the colloquial text, common on the web. In1298

other cases, it extracts a longer span including verbs1299

20model(s), method(s), analysis, scheme(s), schema, frame-
work(s), theory(ies), strategy(ies), approach(es), algorithm(s),
structure(s). We curated this list by manually examining noun
phrases obtained for all three theories.

Phrase Frequency
(The) argumentation schemes 907
Walton’s approach 15
Walton’s theory 32
Douglas Walton(’s) logical argumentation theory 3
Walton’s schemes 2
Walton’s critical questions method 13
Walton’s Argumentation Schemes 1
Walton Douglas’s argumentation schemes 2

Table 6: References to Walton’s theory extracted from
C4, with n-gram counts in C4. The most common
phrase ‘(The) argumentation schemes’ is also the name
of the book by Douglas Walton describing various argu-
mentation schemes (Walton et al., 2008).

Phrase Frequency

Freeman’s method 13
Freeman’s theory 31
Freeman’s Argument Structure Approach 1
Freeman’s Argument Structure 1
Freeman’s model 20
Freeman, J.B. (1991) 2

Table 7: References to Freeman’s theory extracted from
S2ORC corpus, with non-zero n-gram counts in C4.

(e.g., ‘the Toulmin model results’, ‘Toulmin model 1300

shows’, ‘the “toulmin model” posts’, and ‘Even the 1301

Toulmin model.’) 1302

F Prevalence of name references to 1303

theories across different sources 1304

Table 8 mentions the aggregate frequency of name 1305

references to a theory across different pre-training 1306

corpora and other sources (e.g., Google Scholar 1307

citations, Google Books Ngram V3 dataset). For 1308

Google Books, we use the service at https:// 1309

ngrams.dev/ to extract n-gram counts. We use the 1310

n-gram lookup service at https://wimbd.apps. 1311

allenai.org/ for the remaining datasets. Across 1312

all sources, name references to Toulmin’s theory 1313

are much more prevalent than the other theories. 1314

Theory Citations
(Google
Scholar)

Counts of n-grams

Google Books
Ngram V3 C4 The Pile OSCAR

Toulmin 20,703 18640 4316 493 1724
Walton 2218 11522 975 365 328
Freeman 453 2963 68 25 55

Table 8: Prevalence of name references to different
theories across different sources/datasets, illustrating
the popularity of Toulmin’s theory.

G Human evaluation of warrants 1315

Consent Before participating in our study, we 1316

requested every annotator to provide their consent. 1317

The annotators were informed about the purpose of 1318

the research study, any risks associated with it, and 1319

the qualifications necessary to participate. The con- 1320

sent form also elaborated on task details describing 1321

what they will be asked to do and how long it will 1322
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take. The annotators were also informed that they1323

could drop out at any time. Annotators were in-1324

formed that they would be compensated in the stan-1325

dard manner through the Upwork platform, with1326

the amount specified in the initial Upwork contract.1327

As part of this study, we also collected their level of1328

expertise in English composition and rhetoric. We1329

ensured our annotators that this information would1330

remain confidential in the consent form.1331

Task setup and guidelines: We show 5 claim-1332

reason pairs, each with 3 associated warrants, and1333

asked annotators to mark ALL the warrants that1334

are acceptable for a given pair. In our guidelines,1335

we provided the following constraints to decide the1336

acceptability of a warrant: a) It is relevant to the1337

claim and the reason. b) It explains the underlying1338

assumption or why the claim logically follows from1339

the reason. c) It is NOT a repetition/paraphrase of1340

the claim or the reason. d) It is NOT simply saying:1341

‘If reason then claim’. e) It should hold true for the1342

claim to be inferred from the reason even if it may1343

not align with your personal beliefs. f) Style of the1344

warrant (e.g., better wording, longer length) does1345

not matter, as long as the content of the warrant1346

links the claim-reason pair. We also provided ex-1347

amples explaining each of these constraints in our1348

guidelines. After reading the guidelines, we asked1349

annotators to take a screening test, which asked ba-1350

sic questions related to the guidelines. This test was1351

intended to mainly test their attention. After pass-1352

ing the screening test, they were asked to annotate1353

5 claim-reason pairs and provide their reasoning1354

as comments for each annotation. We manually1355

reviewed their comments and after ensuring their1356

understanding of the task, they were asked to anno-1357

tate 150 claim-reason pairs.1358

Compensation: Each annotator was paid $0.51359

per evaluated claim-reason pair, with an additional1360

$25 bonus to cover the time spent on reading guide-1361

lines, completing screening tests, and clarifying1362

any doubts. Altogether, we paid approximately1363

$15 per hour, with a total cost of $200.1364

Annotation Interface Figure 6 shows a screen-1365

shot of the annotation interface used to collect an-1366

notations. The annotators were assigned a unique1367

code to log in to the platform, to maintain their1368

anonymity.1369

Qualitative annotation analysis Table 9 pro-1370

vides some examples of gold warrants that were1371

marked as not acceptable by our annotators.1372

Figure 6: A screenshot of annotation platform for hu-
man evaluation of warrants.
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Claim Reason Gold Warrant Comment

christians have created a
harmful atmosphere for gays.

i find the idea that it is a sin to be born
or live a life at all to be preposterous. being gay is considered a sin reason irrelevant to the claim

foreign language classes
should be mandatory in college.

we should be able to speak other languages
rather than expect everyone else to speak english. students should be taking those classes by force restatement of claim

With those kinds of amounts
you think twice about whether
you really want to stay in the flat.

they’re very bad however, if the rent suddenly
climbs by C100 or C200.

If the rent rises from C100 or C200, many cannot
afford to stay in the flat.

incorrect wording, "rent rise from
C100 or C200" implies C100 or
C200 is the base rent

obamacare is sustainable.
taking a cue from the success of the Swiss and
Dutch healthcare models proves Obamacare can
work, too.

the Swiss and Dutch government is similar to ours incorrect wording, similar government
does not imply similar healthcare models

Brazil should not postpone
Olympics.

the Olympics are a dream for many athletes since
they train extremely hard. the athletes won’t get sick going to Brazil warrant fails to explain the link between

claim and reason.

public universities are neglecting
in-state students.

they want to take advantage of higher tuitions paid
by foreign and out of state students. universities gain additional funds to make more profit warrant fails to explain the link between

claim and reason.

medicare needs to be reformed. there needs to be some sort of vetting process for
advertisers, some of them attempt to scam the elderly. the elderly are not the only people that are affected warrant fails to explain the link between

claim and reason.

Table 9: Examples of gold warrants marked unacceptable by our annotators, along with their comments explaining
why they marked them as unacceptable.
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